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Author Daniel Silva

Daniel Silva sets book signing at Freedom Tower on July 10

New York Times bestselling author Daniel Silva will hold a discussion and
book signing of his latest novel, The English Spy, on July 10, 6:30 p.m., at the
Freedom Tower at Miami Dade College (MDC), 600 Biscayne Blvd. The event
is presented by the Center for Writing and Literature at MDC and Books &
Books.

The American spy novelist has thrilled readers with 17 novels featuring a
diverse cast of compelling characters and ingenious plots that have taken
them around the globe and back — from the United States to Europe, Russia
to the Middle East. His hero, Gabriel Allon — art restorer, assassin, and spy
— has joined the pantheon of great fictional secret agents, including George
Smiley, Jack Ryan, Jason Bourne, and Simon Templar.

Silva returns with another blockbuster, a powerhouse novel that showcases
his outstanding skill and brilliant imagination, and is sure to be a must read for
fans.

To gain entry to the event, present a voucher and attached receipt. To obtain a
voucher, purchase a copy of The English Spy ($27.99 plus tax) at Books &
Books. The voucher includes one copy of The English Spy and customers
may claim their purchased copy of the book at a Books & Books location or at the event on July 10. The voucher will
be stamped to reflect whether or not the book has been claimed. Silva’s discussion will be followed by a book signing.

Free parking is available in MDC Parking Garage (Building 7), 500 NE Second Ave.

A voucher and attached receipt must be presented to gain entry to event. Books & Books is not responsible for lost or
stolen vouchers.

For information, contact Center for Writing and Literature at MDC at 305-237- 3258.
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